Press release

Green Datacenter is expanding its Lupfig campus with an additional
data center
The Lupfig site is to be enlarged once again to become the Swiss data hub for international
cloud providers and companies.
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Lupfig, April 30 , 2019 – Having completed the purchase of additional land, Green Datacenter AG is
developing its largest Swiss data center location and has begun the planning and design of its fourth
data center on its Zurich West campus. The new data center will support an IT load of 16 megawatts
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on data center floor space covering 5,500 m . Completion is forecast for 2020.
Green Datacenter’s vision is to make Lupfig the Swiss data hub for hyperscale businesses and
companies. Thus, the Zurich West campus, which boasts an office building and three data centers, is
to be expanded on the building plot directly opposite the present site, forming a secure campus
configuration. This will enable companies as well as hyperscale businesses to benefit from extremely
short paths for networking their IT infrastructures, which is seen as a key advantage for future hybrid
IT architectures.
Franz Grüter, President of the Board of Directors of Green Datacenter, explains, “I am very pleased
that we can already announce the development of a new 16 MW data center. This represents another
significant investment in the Lupfig campus. And with additional land available, we can offer our
customers further expansion in Lupfig in the near future.”
Images are available via this link.
Picture 1: The new building on the Lupfig campus opposite the three data centers.
Picture 2: High-density data center space as well as office space.

About Green Datacenter AG
Green Datacenter AG is one of the leading providers of data center services in Switzerland. In Zurich and vicinity,
the company operates four data centers at the present stage. Two new projects are well underway. By September
2019, the company will have finished the first high-density data center in Switzerland that meets the requirements
of the international cloud providers. The planning of a new data center has already started and will expand the
Lupfig campus with a further high-density data center.
As a full-service provider, Green Datacenter offers IT infrastructure networking, deployment services, hands and
eyes support, office spaces and emergency workstations, in addition to the data center spaces and colocation
services. Companies in Switzerland, Europe and throughout the world put their trust in the security and availability
of the Green data centers. Green Datacenter AG belongs to InfraVia.

More information is available at www.greendatacenter.ch
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